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Intro:   AM   EM   C   D 

 

V1.   D       C      D         C         D 

Once upon a time there was this guy and his wife 

    D    C           D     C     D 
Who started out in love but they forgot to tend the fire 

          EM     C            D 
And it burned down ‘til it flamed no more 

     EM               C      D 
And it died out and the house went cold 

   EM               C        EM            C 
So, they moved away, gave up everything 

    AM         EM          D 
And now they want it back 

 

Ch.          C         AM       EM     C     D 

Goes to show, How Love Happens 

 

V2. And there was once a time I’d fall in love in nothin’ flat 

       But I was young and blind gettin’ all that I could get 

And I turned down a lotta' better days 

Goin’ around in my Woodstock phase 

And though I’ll miss the ones I let get away 

Those were high times lookin’ back 

Ch. Goes to show, How Love Happens 

 

V3. So, tell me how to love, tell me how it’s done today 

Am I supposed to trust everything you do or say 

Should I cry to expose my weakness 

Or should I hide my tears away 

Do I walk the line between love and hate 

And get nowhere holding back 

Ch. Goes to show, How Love Happens 

 

V4. And now this little girl runs to me when I get home 
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       Treasure of my world, diamond I will never own 

        

       And life goes on nearly everyday 

        

       Like a song with a sad refrain 

        

       But there’s a perfect light shining from her eyes 

       And I reflect it back 

Goes to show, How Love Happens 

Goes to show, How Love Happens 
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